PERSONALIZE YOUR SURVEY!

You can easily add editing your own survey questions to your Student Experience Survey, which will open to students in two weeks. Instructors who added questions in Winter 2022 had 3 times higher response rates on average. Plus, you'll get insightful feedback.

Learn how to set up the extra question set and get additional tips on how to improve a survey's quality. Read the full guide at

https://www.uoregon.edu/office-of-the-provost/academic-affairs/resources/

Academic Freedom survey: The Office of the Provost, in partnership with the Provost's Academic Freedom Fellows, invites all faculty and staff to participate in a brief (10 minute) Academic Freedom... freedom at the University of Oregon (UO).

The survey is anonymous and no identifying information will be collected from faculty members. The survey will take approximately 6 minutes and respondents can skip questions. We would like to use the data collected for planning and informing our work shared with academic freedom at UO. As a thank you, all respondents will receive immediate access to the newly published Academic Freedom: An Introduction and the UO Public Square conference video collection.